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With the development of reform and opening up, the overseas lighting group continues to 
participate in Chinese lighting industry market competition. A lot of new lighting technologies 
such as high-fine LED, commercial overall solution of lighting, special and professional 
lighting project become more and more likely to take place of the current light products. The 
reform trend from single product to the overall solution program makes the market more and 
more competitive in traditional lighting industry. The product, service and operation model all 
face challenges, so that transformation has been the inevitable trend. 
OP Lighting goes with the tide of the market trend and takes the high-fine LED product 
assorted with overall lighting solution as its coming strategic developing direction. This 
transformation puts higher demands on the management team of OP Lighting. The shortage of 
minds, skills and operations of transformation for current management team would have a 
significant impact on OP Lighting in transformation period. Therefore, how to promote 
employees’ mind, theory and skill becomes the key task of OP Lighting human resources 
management. 
Through studying the problems that the companies come across in the transformation 
period, this article intends to make clear of the local company training system solution and 
optimization program in the transformation period, improve OP Lighting training management 
system, raise the training management effectiveness. Through studying OP Lighting training 
management system in transformation period, this article also intends to enlighten the lighting 
industry training system in transformation period. 
This article includes six chapters. The first chapter is to introduce the background, meaning, 
methods, ways and ideas of the research. The second chapter gives a brief introduction of the 
definition and functions of training as well as domestic and overseas theories and methods of 
training and management process. The third chapter is about the situation, problems, reasons and 
solutions of training. The fourth chapter takes the example of OP Lighting, analyze its training 
system including the current status, problems, training demand source and training program 
design idea in transformation period. And then gives the detailed solutions to promote OP 
Lighting training system in transformation period on the basis of the article research. The last 
chapter is to summarize the shortage of this research. 
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